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My Presentation:

1. PRINT, BROADCAST AND ONLINE MEDIA
2. COMMUNITY RADIO
3. RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT
4. CHALLENGES
5. NEW MEDIA

HTTP://PREZI.COM/FIDVO3HSVTAJ/MEDIA-IN-BANGLADESH/
Number of dailies: 496 (330 published)  
Number of weeklies 806 (470)  
212 Forthnightlies  
Local Newspaper-120  
TV Station 20  
One newspaper per 25 literate people  
One TV per 300 people  
One set Radio per 500 people  
4.5 percent Internet access  
Rural people have less access to television  
Male access is higher than female access.  
Drama is the most popular, followed by news, music, and public information

(Source: Prantajon: July 2008, by Mass-line Media Centre, Dhaka)  
(Source: National Media Survey 2009)
CHALLENGES:
INTERNATIONAL PRESS INSTITUTE (IPI) RESEARCH
FOUR POINTS:
1. LAWS AFFECTING MEDIA FREEDOM; 2) JOURNALIST SAFETY AND IMPUNITY IN CRIMES AGAINST JOURNALISTS; 3) PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISM AND MEDIA ACCOUNTABILITY; AND 4) JOURNALISM IN RURAL AREAS.
Examples:

**ENGLISH DAILY:**
HTTP://WWW.THEDAILYSTAR.NET/NEWDESIGN/INDEX.PHP

**POPULAR ONLINE DAILY:**
HTTP://WWW.BDNEWS24.COM/
THANK YOU!